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The gramophone record industry was more than just about
entertaining and satisfying a music-hungry population. The
record companies, primarily EMI and Decca, collaborated and

assisted the various research and development units in the armed
services in a number of different ways. These were secret
undertakings and included recording enemy coded and encrypted
radio traffic for the RAF Y Service and Bletchley Park, signals
emitted by enemy radar and navigation installations, recording
aircraft to aid identification and assisting the Admiralty and Coastal
Command with developing recording quality to more effectively
capture the sound profile of German U-boats. 
The primary reason was often to provide training records for

service personnel, but sometimes for evidence gathering too. It is
this last aspect that this article considers by looking at a trial
undertaken by Coastal Command’s Development Unit (CCDU) at
RAF Angle in the summer of 1944.
Although recording sound onto film2 ha d grown and developed

significantly, the primary means of recording was directly onto a wax disc, which was
subsequently used to manufacture 78rpm shellac records, 10- and 12-inch, although
broadcasters used 16-inch transcriptions discs because of their longer duration. Discs had
long ago replaced the cylinder as the mainstream format for entertainment. However, the
cylinder lived on in offices for dictation purposes. Magnetic wire recording had been
invented in the late nineteenth century and was primarily used for dictation and telephone
recording.3 Whilst it provided a longer recording span it did so with a much reduced
reproduction quality and was soon superseded by magnetic tape in the 1950s. 
The U-boat threat was an intractable challenge during the early years of the war.

Slowly, through the introduction of longer-range aircraft and technological innovations
such as the sonobuoy,4 the Leigh Light5 and recording techniques, the balance of power
shifted in favour of the Allies and the threat was largely overcome. 
By 1944 the Allies had a range of sophisticated means to neutralise the U-boat. Yet,

difficulties remained with determining the source and nature of sounds picked up by
sonobuoys. The Coastal Command aircrews worked in challenging and noisy conditions
that made precise interpretation of sounds difficult, and also confirming with certainty
that ‘kills’ had been achieved. An earlier CCDU report had highlighted that some airborne
sonobuoy listeners had a tendency to imagine engine beats when only water noises
existed. What was needed was a means of acquiring live recordings for subsequent
analysis, corroboration and also providing effective training material.

In the summer of 1944, the CCDU based at RAF Angle set up a trial to test and
compare the means of recording sonobuoy transmissions in flight. With turbulence and
the general vibration of aircraft in flight the use of the disc and the usual recording
method was an untenable proposition. The trial therefore considered the merits of using
a cylinder Dictaphone and a magnetic wire recorder, both of which were more suited to
the challenges of airborne conditions. The trial and its outcome are described in report
44/62, dated 6 September 1944, ‘Functioning of a Dictaphone Recorder and an Electro-
Magnetic Wire Recorder for use with Sono-Buoys’ and contained within a slim manila
folder, AIR 65/133.6
The personnel who undertook the trial were F/Lt E. J. Corken, F/O L. W. Lackey and

F/O Lane from CCDU and Mr Lowden and Mr Firth from the Royal Aircraft
Establishment. The aircraft used was a Liberator Mk. VI, BZ967, fitted with Pratt and
Whitney twin Wasp engines. 
The cylinder Dictaphone recorder was fitted on an anti-vibrational mounting and

located on the floor of the fuselage, just aft of the port beam gun hatch. The unit measured
161/2 by 121/2 by 121/2 inches and weighed 25 lbs. The Electro-Magnetic wire recorder was
installed on the port side of the fuselage, just forward of the beam gun hatch. The
equipment measured 6 by 6 by 12 inches and weighed approximately 12 lbs. Both units
were connected to the sonobuoy receiver
(AN/ARR3) that was situated next to the wire
recorder.
The trial was conducted across five sorties,

amounting to 10 hours 35 minutes in weather
conditions that were described as generally fair
and with moderate seas. Only two of the five
sorties were completely successful. No
recordings were achieved on three sorties
because of a faulty lead between the receiver
and the Dictaphone on two days and sea fog on
the third. The trial was undertaken with the
assistance of HMS Ultor (P53), a U class
submarine that had just completed her
eighteenth war patrol in a very successful
deployment in the Mediterranean and was en
route to Holy Loch for a refit.7 
The trial involved deploying two sonobuoys,

with one approximately 1000 yards ahead of the
surfaced submarine and one a similar distance
astern. HMS Ultor then submerged and proceeded at between 2 and 4 knots whilst the
aircraft flew at a constant height of 1000 feet and within 5 miles of the sonobuoys. The
sounds transmitted were picked up by the aircraft receiver and relayed to the recorders.
Experienced observers on the aircraft also listened to the sounds being transmitted.
It was soon discovered that the Electro-Magnetic wire recordings were vastly inferior

to the Dictaphone and not suitable for the use intended. In total, six cylindrical
Dictaphone records were made. Each had a duration of 15 minutes but only the loudest
and clearest propeller beats were recorded, and with spaces between sets, the playing time
was reduced to 10 minutes. However, the report noted that for use on live sorties the full
recording time could be utilised. The recordings were played back after each sortie in the
trial. The observers who carried out the trial considered the recordings to be a faithful
reproduction of the sounds they had heard in the air. Some of the Dictaphone recordings
were selected and subsequently transferred to a 12-inch gramophone record.
The trial was clearly a success with the report concluding that Dictaphone units should

be introduced into service. It was noted that the trial position of installed equipment was
not suitable for operational aircraft and that a more appropriate location should be found
in Liberators, possibly over the rear bomb bay. The report also considered that the
equipment would also be suitable for installation in Sunderland aircraft. 
Thomas Edison invented the wax cylinder phonograph in the late 1870s.8 It is

remarkable that nearly seventy years later this old and superseded technology was
providing Coastal Command with a cutting-edge advantage in the U-boat war.

AIR 65/133: Cylinder Dictaphone recorder set up
in an anti-vibration mounting.

AIR 15/472: Liberator, AM929 of 120 Squadron, Coastal Command, 17 October 1943.
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In the first of a new series, Tony
Wakeford explores the role that
sound recordings played as part
of the war effort.
In 2019, the Decca Record Company
celebrated its 90th anniversary. I was
pleased to be invited by Decca to research
the role that the company played during
the Second World War.1 As a result of my
research it became very apparent that
there was a wider story to tell about the
role of the gramophone record, recording
techniques and the general importance of
sound in the war effort.

AIR 65/133: Electro-Magnetic wire recorder
(right) alongside the sonobuoy receiver

(AN/ARR3).

A16889: HMS Ultor (P53) coming in from patrol at Algiers, April 1943. Imperial War Museum, Collection
No. 4700-01. Image taken by Lt C.H. Parnall, Royal Navy official photographer (Public Domain).

AIR 65/133: File cover.
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